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The lives of Artemisia Gentileschi, Adélaïde Labille-Guiard, and Mary Cassatt are distinct, 

varying greatly from one another. Yet, for all of their differences these artists have far more in 

common. Each negotiated social systems, ideologies, and institutions which were stacked against 

them, using only those resources immediately available. The professional careers, private lives, 

and artistic and social institutions which shaped these artists are discussed through a collection of 

paintings exemplifying their life and work. Influenced in part by tragedy and scandal early in 

life, great artists of her age, and by the social, religious, and political constructs of her time, 

Artemisia Gentileschi was a painter of biblical, mythological, and allegorical heroines. Adélaïde 

Labille-Guiard's proficiency in representing with accuracy the details of the world, placed her in 

the realm of her male contemporaries which she continuously strove to justify throughout her 

artistic career. Mary Cassatt was an artist, professional, and entrepreneur who happened to be a 

lady and painter of women: women in society, in the home, and with their children. Each of these 

artists possessed authority over their profession, life, and business, developing their skills in the 

context of powerful men and women. 
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Throughout history artists have represented their time period's significant people, places

and ideas. The canon of the history of western art, is replete with the seminal works of great male

artists, with little consideration for the finer sex. This canon of art history had, until the 1970's

and the rise of feminism excluded female artists. Nevertheless, there were several female artists

who were not only great, but also made a significant difference in the advancement of women as

individuals, artists and scholars. These women artists negotiated social systems, ideologies, and

institutions which were stacked against them. This paper will examine three women artists who

have been added to this canon: Artemisia Gentileschi (1593-1652), Adélaïde Labille-Guiard

(1749-1803), and Mary Cassatt (1844-1926). In this paper I will discuss these artists professional

careers, private lives, and the artistic, and social institutions which shaped them. 

One of the major themes I wish to explore here is how their life experiences, often

scandalous and chaotic in nature, are uniquely embodied in their artworks and professional

achievements. These three artists from three different centuries, who come from three different

countries had surprisingly similar life experiences. Each artists life and in turn their class and

ideology shaped their opinions, beliefs, and their art. It is important to consider that Artemisia

Gentileschi, Adélaïde Labille-Guiard, and Mary Cassatt all experienced personal and social

upheaval during their life, and that each of these women responded to it differently. The

relationships that these women had with other individuals of their time period, particularly men,

also greatly impacted their lives. Each is tied to strong men who were able to influence, educate

and strengthen them. For all three artists, the experiences that shaped their lives made them

stronger as individuals and as artists.

Artemisia Gentileschi
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Artemisia Gentileschi was a painter of women, who did not conform to the compositional

or stylistic expectations society held for female painters in the seventeenth century. Her works

developed within the context of powerful women where her primarily subjects were women of

biblical narrative and mythology. These were considered the most important genres of painting:

history.1 Gentileschi primarily painted heroins of biblical and mythological narrative in the

tradition of history painting. By doing this she separated herself from other female artists,

because she did not adhere to a tradition of female painters as hobbyists, instead she painted in

the most renowned genre of the sixteenth century. Her choice of narrative is unusual because she

represented biblical and mythological female heroins instead of passive, sexualized, or powerless

women as was often represented in similar imagery by men. Gentileschi worked outside the

circle of other female artists, and in many ways of male artists. Her choice to work in the world

of professional male artists was potentially disastrous, and could have led to a troubled and

unsuccessful career. With this potential for failure, why did she choose to do it? This question is

answered through insight into her biographical background, the tradition of painting in the

sixteenth century, institutional traditions, and her own very adept skills in social networking.

The need to represent powerful women can be traced back to Gentileschi's early life, the

lack of a strong female presence in her home, and by a traumatic sexual encounter early in her

adulthood. These factors resonate throughout her work for many years, and are supported by A

vast quantity of her work was centered around the representation of characters from biblical

narrative, mythological subjects, and allegory. Gentileschi used the theme of Judith several

times, specifically painting  Judith Slaying Holofernes twice, once in 1611-12 (Fig. 1), and again

in 1620 (Fig 5). This image resonates Gentileschi's own desire for empowerment, and provided

subject matter which conformed with Counter Reformation thought. These images show a
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physical, and powerful Judith who overcomes Holofernes, cutting off his head, and beginning a

process which frees her people. Later in her life Gentileschi, still striving to solidify her place in

the artistic world painted her Self-Portrait as the Allegory of Painting (La Pittura) (Fig 6) in

1638-39. This image works in parallel with her Judith images in that it also echo's her desire for

empowerment; she does this by representing herself as the allegory of painting, an achievement

only women were capable of doing. These images serve as examples of Gentileschi's artistic

focus throughout her many years as a professional artist.  

Artemisia was the only girl of five children, and soon after her youngest brother was

born, her mother died. Orazio Gentileschi (1563-1639), Artemisia's father, was a painter and a

teacher, he was a great influence to his daughter. The relationship between Orazio and Artemisia

can be posited as being close and loving. He taught her to paint, and she was the only child of the

family to learn. He was intimately involved in her early training and work as an artist, and

promoted her skill and ability to potential patrons.2  It was an unusual relationship to say the

least; under normal circumstances she would have been trained by her mother in the skills of the

home. Family training was often the only way for women to learn skills in various crafts, as they

were not permitted to attend schools, or obtain apprenticeships under normal circumstances.3

Women were considered property, traditionally passed from father to husband. As property the

fate of Gentileschi would be of little consequence to her father except in how it affected his

reputation, and commissions. However, Orazio defended her virtue at any cost to himself, even if

it cost him his reputation.

Artemisia's early training began in Rome at a young age, though it is not known exactly

when. Her basic education had greatly been lacking, and in 1612 she was considered illiterate.4

However, it seems that she was able to grasp concepts quickly, and adapt them to her own use.
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Orazio was her primary teacher, a painter himself, he was patronized by some of the most

prominent people in Rome including Pope Paul V. To this end, Artemisia's teacher was

considered a major artist in Rome who would pass his talent on to her. Artemisia's dependence

on her father as a teacher was necessary, the education of women by established master artists in

formal apprenticeships was not practiced, she was also not eligible to attend classes or join

guilds. Her early works display a mastery of color, light and shadow and skilled execution of

figures, as seen in her many representations of Judith. In 1600 Orazio Gentileschi had his first

real encounter with Caravaggio, which would change his oeuvre and artistic style forever.5 Their

association would continue over many years. Orazio's association with Carravaggio would also

influence Artemisia's work for many years. At a young age, Gentileschi was likely exposed to

many of his works including his image of Judith. Artemisia would adopt and adapt Carravaggio's

dramatic use of light and shadow, as well as his adeptness in projecting an image out of the

visual frame of a work and into the viewers space. In 1610-1611 Artemisia was taking lessons in

perspective from Agostino Tassi (1578-1644).6 These lessons with Tassi proved to be more

damaging to Artemisia than beneficial.

During this time Artemisia's only female companion and mother figure was a neighbor

named Tuzia. This female companion was given the task, by Orazio, to look after the girls

interests, and well being, and to watch after her as a mother would. Tuzia, however, did not keep

Artemisia's best interests in mind. While Artemisia was reportedly taking lessons from Tassi, he

was encouraged, by Tuzia, to make sexual and marital advances toward the young Gentileschi.

Tassi raped her in 1611.7 Tassi quelled Artemisia's wave of emotion, despair, and rage after the

event, with a promise of marriage. Tassi was charged with the defloration of Orazio's daughter,

only after the promises of marriage were never fulfilled, and Artemisia's ruin as a desirable,
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marriageable young woman, and artist seemed imminent. Orazio charged Tassi with the rape of

Artemisia, for which he was found guilty and forced to leave Rome. His punishment was

rescinded four months later.8 

These early events in the artistic career of Artemisia influenced her to turn to other female

figures, those of inspiration, for the support she lacked in her early adulthood. Although her early

experiences seem enough explanation for her choice of subject matter, they are only one aspect

of a greater context influencing her decisions as an artist. She was influenced by religion, the

status of women, her access as a woman in the art world, the academy of art, and by the men

with whom she associated with. The Counter Reformation held great influence over artists who

wished to obtain Papal commissions. Women were the property of either their fathers or

husbands, and did not have ready access to education, training, or professions. As a female artist

Gentileschi would not normally have had equal access to the academy of art, their training

programs, and their access to wealthy patrons. The academy of art was the ultimate authority,

they dictated the acceptability of art. She also turned to men whom she believed had her better

interests in mind, both for support in her artistic endeavors, and emotionally through friendship. 

The Counter Reformation of 1545-1648, was very influential to artists who sought

patronage from the Roman Catholic Church.9 The Counter Reformation was a concentrated effort

not only to regain control of laity and to reform the church against abuses of power by those of

eminent position, but also to rebuke claims made during the Protestant Reformation. The

Counter Reformation demanded ecclesiastic art from artists, which would resonate with the

absolute power of the Catholic faith and the Papacy. Art's new role was to re-enforce the

narrative of the traditional bible and new testament. In addition to this it was very important that

this art support the many religious cults, denominations, and religious orders associated primarily
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with the Catholic church. The Counter Reformation itself influenced the development of many

new religious orders which caused a need for decorations of newly constructed churches,

monasteries, and convents.

Gentileschi was most certainly affected and influenced by her sex and the status of

women in the sixteenth century, as they were largely nothing more than property. They had no

rights, they had no free will, and they did not have access to education or professions equal to

those of men. Women were useful in that they bore children for their husbands, cared for these

children, and maintained a standard of health and well being for the household. Women were not

traditionally permitted to attend the academy of art, or to apprentice formally; their education

was limited to what they were able to learn in the household which was normally limited to

“women's work”10. The academy of art, which was normally limited to male members controlled,

and presided over the production of art. It determined for the artist, the patron and the public

what the hierarchy of the arts was, and who could produce within this hierarchy. Outside of

formal institutions and religious events Gentileschi was influenced by the men which she chose

to allow into her life. Throughout her professional career she had many male patrons and friends

whom she turned to for help, where she as a woman became powerless.

Many of Artemisia's female heroines were those of biblical legend, strong women who

either had the spiritual strength to face death or the physical strength to inflict it. Her images of

these strong females portrayed power which was often lacking in the images of her

contemporaries. She broke the traditional representations of these women as wonton and desiring

or in some cases meager and powerless. Her painting Judith Slaying Holofernes (Fig 1) of 1611-

1612 is an example of Artemisia's particular skill at breaking away from these traditional

representations. The parable from the Book of Judith tells the story of the town of Bethulia, and
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of Judith a Jewish widow. The town comes under siege from the Assyrian general Holofernes,

and is threatened with war. Judith takes it upon herself to help assuage the fears of her fellow

Bethulian's by entering Holofernes' camp, and beguiling him. Late in the evening Holofernes

falls into a drunken stupor, taking advantage of the situation, Judith uses Holofernes' sword and

with the help of her maid, beheads the drunken general. The two women flee the camp returning

to Bethulia where Judith is welcomed as a heroine. As a biblical character, Judith normally fits

into one of two categories of representation, she is depicted either as Mary mother of Christ

humble and de-sexualized or as Eve the sexual temptress seductive and dangerous. These two

types of Judith images can be seen as early as the Renaissance, as in Andrea Mantagna's Judith

and Holofernes (Fig 2), and in Jan Massys Judith with the Head of Holofernes (Fig 3). Artemisia,

however, introduced a different canon of representation for Judith which cannot be labelled as

either Mary or Eve.

Judith as a young Mary can be seen in Caravaggio's painting: Judith beheading

Holofernes (Fig 4) from 1598-99. This painting served as an important and influential precedent

to Artemisia's works of the same narrative. Artemisia's Caravaggesque influence is inherent from

her early training and life in the studio of her father. It has been concluded by many scholars that

the precise moment of the Judith story represented by Artemisia was due to a direct influence

from Caravaggio's painting.11 Judith, in the moment of decapitation, of greatest drama is

represented as hesitant and reserved in Caravaggio's work. She is ineffective and meek,

appearing as though slicing bread. This is in sharp contrast to Artemisia's Judith. 

This new Judith is represented as strong and resolute with a stead-fast constitution. She

swiftly and deftly engages in her task to behead the tyrant Holofernes, to assuage her people, and

gain back control of her community. Using this new convention, Judith becomes heroic. Perhaps
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Artemisia depicts Judith as a heroine because of her own turbulent life experience. Artemisia,

like Judith was faced with the difficult task of overcoming a strong, resolute, and persuasive

man. In her case this man was Agostino Tassi. The man who threatened to take from her what she

and her father held most dear, her honor.12 Like Judith in the biblical narrative, Artemisia

overcame Tassi, though not violently. During the trial many people, including her father, and

family friends, testified to Tassi's unsavory reputation and to Artemisia's good humor, and

character, enabling her to rise above the unfortunate situation forced upon her.

The story of Judith was of importance not only to Artemisia but also to Roman culture.

The story, Judith's defense of her town, and her actions told a moralizing narrative for Judith's

virtues: humility, justice, fortitude, and chastity, and against Holofernes' vices of: pride, tyranny,

decadence, and lust; these moralizing messages were in great demand at a time of religious,

political, and social uncertainty. It represents an important narrative during the Counter

Reformation. The Roman Catholic Church was also struggling to regain power and honor, as the

Protestant Reformation threatened to defile their established institution by denouncing rituals and

ecclesiastic structures.13 The story of Judith symbolized a reaffirmation and defense of the

doctrine of the church and enforced the power of the Counter Reformation. In a parallel to both

the story of Judith and to Artemisia's personal history, the doctrine of the Roman Catholic

Church had been attacked, so to speak, by the Protestant Reformation and by abuses of power

within. Judith represents allegorically the Roman Catholic Church thwarting Holofernes the

allegorical representation of the Protestant Reformation and other antagonists such as Calvinists

and Baptists. The new way in which Artemisia depicts Judith is fitting for the doctrine of the

Counter Reformation. A Counter Reformation heroine must also be represented as someone

outside of humble reserve as in images of Mary or lust as in images of Eve. The physicality of
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Judith is representative of the Counter Reformations resolution and dedication.

 After the Trial Artemisia, having regained her honor, married Pietro Antonio di Vincenzo

Stiatessi in 1612. The couple swiftly moved to Florence (1614-1620) where they began building

a life, and Artemisia began building her career as a history painter. These years would prove to

be the most important to her artistic success. In Florence Artemisia had, and made a number of

friends, most notably she was patronized and befriended by the Medici family. Through her

family relations to the prominent art dealer and supplier, Aurelio Lomi, and Michelangelo

Buonarroti the Younger, Artemisia thrived in her professional life in Florence. Michelangelo

Buonarroti the Younger is posited as a close personal friend to Artemisia's family, he provided

her with her first commissions in Florence and important connections to other patrons.14

She was greatly admired by her peers at this time and in July of 1616 was accepted into

the Accademia del Disegno, or academy of art in Florence.15  Acceptance into the Florence

academy of art was a major accomplishment for a woman, and even men struggled to obtain

acceptance. Artemisia's acceptance would not have been possible if it were not for three things:

her talent, reputation and associations. First and foremost she was talented, as represented in her

many works she was able to execute a painting with mastery. Secondly, Artemisia had a

reputation; her name was already on the lips of patrons and artists who had even remote contact

with Rome, ensured by the trial in 1612. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly she had

connections, she quickly befriended many powerful people in Florence who had the influence

and ability to help her on her way to success.

The extent to which Artemisia was permitted to use the facilities and resources of the

academy of art is not well documented. Being a member would traditionally afford artists study

in traditional theory of art and art practice. It also afforded them the study of mathematics,
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philosophy, anatomy, and the interplay of light especially in how it concerns the rendering of

drapery. The education and training obtained by an artist at the Academy was well rounded in the

areas mentioned above; however, the most important result of an academic education were the

patrons artists obtained once their education was complete. In her time at the academy of art in

Florence, Artemisia did develop as an artists and most certainly gained prominent patrons. 

Cosimo II de Medici was a patron of the arts. He followed in the footsteps of his father in

“protecting and supporting”16 the academy of art, and its artists by supplying commissions and

important funding. As Grand Duke of Florence during this time, Cosimo II was probably well

aware of Artemisia before her acceptance into the academy, as in 1612 it was to the Grand

Duchess of Tuscany, his mother, who Orazio wrote a lamenting letter concerning Artemisia's

desperate situation. Her reputation had preceded her even in Florence. She gained official

patronage from Cosimo II in 1618, completing several commissions before she left Florence. Her

most important commission, however, would come only one year before Cosimo II death in

1621. In 1620 he commissioned the theme of Judith and Holofernes from Artemisia, perhaps

with an idea of her first rendition of this subject matter in mind, she began on the commission

right away. 

Although commissioned in Florence Judith Slaying Holofernes (Fig 5) of 1620 was

completed in Rome. This painting is a more forceful rendition of the earlier almost identical

painting 1611-1612. The subject of Judith was popular during the seventeenth-century as it

pertained greatly to the doctrine of the Counter Reformation, therefore it is not surprising that

she painted this subject as many as five times during her lifetime. This second work is larger,

more sophisticated, and as stated above more forceful. The size of the work may be a reflection

of the importance of its patron, as it is almost 13 square feet larger than its earlier version. The
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colors used by Artemisia in this later composition show a sophistication gained through

education and experience at the academic level. She included in the middle ground Holofernes'

legs which further enforce a writhing and struggling man. In addition she adds to the forcefulness

of the work with the inclusion of spurting blood, influenced perhaps by her friendship with

Galileo Galilei after his arrival in Florence in 1610. Galileo, an academician himself, developed

a friendship with Artemisia, presumably shared his work on parabolic paths with her, which she

then used in this painting.17 Also attributing to the forcefulness of this work is the slightly more

acute angle of Judith's arm and head, and a pinched brow furrowed with concentration and

physical effort; Judith's face in the first composition almost looks serene in comparison with this

later painting. 

The most obvious and astounding difference between the first and second compositions

of this painting is the forcefulness and gory additions to the second. It is tempting to conclude

that the changes made in her Judith painting is attributable to recent events in her life. When this

work was commissioned by Cosimo II, Artemisia's life was once again in turmoil.18 Having been

married to Stiatessi now for eight years, Artemisia had born at least four children, of which in

1621 only one survived. In addition to this series of tragedies, she was broke, largely due to her

husbands lack of success and profligacy. She had been borrowing money from friends and

patrons almost upon their arrival in Florence to cover her husband’s debts. She decided to take

leave of her husband and move back to Rome with what was left of her family and reputation.

She completed the commissioned work there, where she had access to the first Judith Slaying

Holofernes, and was once again influenced by the moody chiaroscuro of Caravaggio.

Artemisia remained in Rome for seven years; she developed her skill as an artist further

and collected an even greater following of patrons due to her celebrity in Florence. She moved
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her art further into and then out of the Caravaggesque influence, toward classicism, sensuality

and further exploring the female nude. Circa 1630 Artemisia moved to Naples where she painted

for the Spanish court and especially Philip IV. She continued to paint allegorical figures and

biblical stories, favoring the female form above any other. In 1638 she was induced, after

resisting for several years to go to England. She had been invited by King Charles I and Queen

Henrietta Maria of England, but may have also gone due to her fathers residence in England and

failing health.

Artemisia's continued interest in the female form grew as her practice continued to shift

toward a more elegant, feminine style. Mary Garrard, describes this shift as not only a sign of

shifting tastes, but also as representative of the restrictions placed on her sex, and her painting19.

In her painting Self-Portrait as the Allegory of Painting (La Pittura) (Fig 6) of 1638-163920,

there exists a visual pun which at once quantifies Artemisia's work and qualifies her particular

appropriateness to the subject matter. The inherent meaning in her self-portrait as an allegory

reveals to what extent Artemisia viewed herself as an artist, and what this meant for her as a

woman. The self-portrait also suggests a change in appropriate subject matter, on the basis of

political and religious events. 

Most scholars have acceded that this is in fact meant to be a self-portrait of Artemisia,

even if the portrait itself is not exact. This consensus by scholars has, as a result, made Artemisia

seem exceedingly clever and witty. An Allegory is typified by the representation of a woman21

who holds or is surrounded by specific attributes referring to the trait or idea allegorized.

Artemisia, being a woman, is particularly suited to portray herself as the allegory of painting.

Men, could not convey this idea in the way Artemisia could. For instance, a man has the ability

to paint the allegory of painting or to paint himself painting, but he can never be the allegory of
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painting—the two were mutually exclusive. In contrast Artemisia has painted herself, not only

painting but also wearing and surrounded by the specific attributes which make her the allegory

for painting. She wears the gold chain with a mask standing from imitation, tendrils of hair are

misplaced and hang in her face representing divine frenzy, her dress is opalescent representing

the variety of work, and she holds the pallet and brushes in her hand.22 

Artemisia is consciously calling attention to the fact that she is a woman who paints, and

because of her sex she is particularly suited to the profession of painter. She does this partially

because she has the ability to, but primarily because she has envisioned that herself as the

allegory of painting. Female artists were rare during the seventeenth century, and female artists

of Artemisia's reputation and talents were almost unheard of. The realm of painting and artistic

invention had been reserved for men throughout history, determined by traditional protocols and

a woman's place in the home. However, Cesare Ripa's Iconologia and other descriptions of

allegories were represented as women, including the allegories of art and painting. It seems

intrinsic then, that the profession of painting would be well suited or even preferential for

women. Artemisia has visually claimed her legitimacy as a professional of artistic invention with

this work.

This painting is also representative of where and when it was completed. As the Counter

Reformation continued into the late 1640's and along with it the 30 years war, countries were

torn to pieces. In Italy the papacy was focused on regaining control of the church, and was

removed from the war, further on the periphery. England was much closer physically to the

centrality of the war, and was largely protestant. Artemisia's predominately religious subjects,

especially those of Judith were most likely not welcome in this tense environment. Her time

spent in England was not long, leaving in 1641. While she was their she also helped her father
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complete a ceiling painting for the Queen's house in Greenwich. The theme and aesthetic of these

paintings were also conservative, focusing on allegory. 

Artemisia left England in 1641, after the death of her father, and returned to Naples. She

worked and lived in Naples for the majority of the rest of her life. Focusing on painting

specifically for patrons, most of whom were located in various locations around Italy and in

England. Her style as she aged became graceful, reflecting not only a shift in taste for her

patrons, but also as Garrard states a shift in her awareness and maturity as a woman painter.23

Artemisia died, presumably, in 1653; she was accorded no honors for her work, and only a small

gravestone which read “HEIC ARTIMISIA”. 

Artemisia Gentileschi was a painter of biblical, mythological, and allegorical heroines.

She possessed authority over her profession, her life, and her business. She did not suffer fools

lightly, and aligned herself with powerful men throughout her life. She even claimed that her

patrons would “find the spirit of Caesar in this soul of a woman”.24 Influenced in part by tragedy

and scandal early in life, great artists of her age, and by the social, religious, and political

constructs of her time, Artemisia developed her skills in the context of powerful women. Taking

from biblical narrative and mythology those women who possessed influence over others and

self-conscious authority over themselves. Perhaps she was professed to have painted like a man.

If this is true, then it is also true that she painted to suit her spirit and the time in which she lived.

Adélaïde Labille-Guiard 

In contrast to the life and works of Gentileschi, Adélaïde Labille-Guiard started small,

literally; rather than beginning her career with a rape trial and provocative painting, she began
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with marriage and miniature pastel portraits. Labille-Guiard would adopt and integrate into her

own paintings the most prominent artistic styles promoted by Jacques Louis David (1748-1825)

and François-André Vincent (1746-1816) (here after referred to as Vincent) by rejecting the

Rococo style which had come to represent frivolity and lasciviousness. Labille-Guiard was

particularly skilled in her ability to rise above and conquer social ambivalence as well as her own

personal, and social mishaps. As an artist and woman she overcame all odds, beginning humbly

as a female painter of miniatures and becoming a monumental painter of grand manner

portraiture to the Bourbon family.  She secured her artistic style in the time and place in which

she lived, and slowly, throughout her lifetime became a “great woman artist”.25 

Despite the overarching social beliefs of the time, Labille-Guiard was a great painter. To

prove this to her contemporaries she went to great lengths and secured many social networks

which helped to support her claim in the artistic world. Semblances of these social networks are

visible in her many portraits of Academic painters. The portraits of Joseph-Marie Vien, Joseph-

Benoît Suvée, Jacques-Antoine Beaufort, and Augustin Pajou (Figures 7-10), all from 1782-83,

are representations of artists which Labille-Guiard certainly claimed to have in her immediate

acquaintance so as to legitimize her status in the artistic world. Her 1785 Self-Portrait with Two

Pupils, Mademoiselle Marie-Gabrielle Capet and Mademoiselle Carreaux de Rosemond (Fig.

11), worked in a similar light. But instead of proffering her associations, she demonstrates above

anything her mastery of technical skill, drawing, surface, light, and shadow. These images are a

sampling of the overarching style and attitude which dominated Labille-Guiard's work

throughout her life; she was a great portraitist, who was constantly compelled to prove herself

worthy.

Adélaïde Labille-Guiard was not born into the home of an artist, but rather a merchant
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and boutique owner. Marie-Anne Saint-Martin, her mother, was very sickly during her

childhood, and died when Labille-Guiard was nineteen years old. Her Father Claude-Edme

Labille sold fine textiles, and various accoutrements such as hats, feathers and gloves, providing

for his daughter until she married. During this same time Labille-Guiard began painting inspired

partly by the textiles in her fathers boutique, and by the community of artists where she lived.

Labille-Guiard's father was the first influence she had in pursuing her career as an artist. After

the death of her mother, her father allowed Labille-Guiard the freedom to explore her

neighborhood of artists, and the freedom to do what she enjoyed most, painting.26

The rue Neuve des Petits-Champs, provided Adélaïde Labille-Guiard a diverse

community; it was one of small boutiques such as her father's, and artists’ studios. On the same

street lived the artist François-Elie Vincent (1708-1890), who was Labille-Guiard's teacher in

1763 and the father of her future husband Vincent. François-Elie Vincent was a miniaturist, who

was a foreigner from Switzerland, and a protestant. Being a miniaturist was considered a good

profession which could generate a good living, and perfectly appropriate to both men and

women. Miniatures were in demand, due to their personal and devotional nature; they were small

enough to wear around one's neck or carry in one's pocket, and owners could take these small

images to regard wherever they went.27

When Labille-Guiard began lessons in oil painting with Vincent in 1777, she had already

been married to Louis-Nicolas Guiard since 1769. As a result, her lessons with Vincent were not

without scandal. Rumors had it from very early on that she and Vincent had a romantic

relationship in addition to their professional relationship. Much like after Artemisia's rape trial,

the rumors spread about Labille-Guiard and Vincent, tarnishing her reputation both as an artist

and as a lady. These rumors had spread to the extent that Vincent, had painted works which
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Labille-Guiard would then claim as her own.28 Word spread that Vincent was actually the painter

of works that Labille-Guiard signed her name to. When in 1779 Labille-Guiard separated from

her husband, it was rumored to be for the express purpose of remaining with Vincent. After these

rumors had spread concerning their amorous relationship, and their artistic deceptions, Labille-

Guiard may have felt the need to prove herself as a serious artist, and to re-gain lost honor in

society. Her entrance into the realm of serious artists would require her to show her works

publicly, an act very rarely performed by women, and one which only women who wanted to

further damage their reputations did at this time. She did not take this experience lightly and

prepared herself with the help of many people and professionals in the art of painting.

It was not only other artists, who influenced Labille-Guiard's artistic production and

goals, but also the growing power of art in France and around Europe at this time. As the

seventeenth century came to a close and the eighteenth century dawned, new artistic powers,

especially those in France, were gaining momentum. This era in French history saw the reign of

Louis XVI. With these changes in administration  came a change of “social and intellectual

freedom”.29 Artistic tendencies at the time in which Labille-Guiard began her own rise to fame

saw the rejection of the frivolous Rococo style and began fostering a neo-classical style, drawing

on the influences of the past. It was only in the latter half of the eighteenth century that art began

to revert, or some would say recover, back to classical styles, and enlightened ideals with works

painted by artistic masters such as David, Joseph-Marie Vien (1716-1809), and Labille-Guiard

herself. The age of Enlightenment provided new discourse in politics, science, and society -

where intellectuals began to form the basis of the French revolution.

Labille-Guiard was one of several female artists working in Paris, France during the

eighteenth century. This was an age when the arts of portrait making, needlework, and music
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where well appreciated and wide spread among women of the upper class. The roles of women

were simple: in the upper classes women were married and engaged in hobby's and crafts;

middle class women provided their families with food, clean linens and their husbands with

children; lower class women were expected to work, not out of a desire to do so, but out of need.

Art was considered an upper class commodity and became more available to women in the

eighteenth-century than it had ever been before in its history. However, the availability of artistic

training, talent and acceptance by peers and society was limited, only a few female artists were

able to break down this limitation.

Labille-Guiard was one of these women. But even she did not break into the artistic

community alone. She had Vincent, a not-so-secret guide and friend, who seemed to be

constantly at her side promoting her and helping her where he was able. Through Vincent's

connections to the various Ateliers at the Academy, Labille-Guiard was introduced and began

friendships with many painters. She very quickly realized the importance of building a network

with these artists, as they provided her direct ties to her ultimate goal: to become a professional

painter. She completed many portraits at this time, many of which were of these important

Academicians, such as Joseph-Marie Vien, Joseph-Benoît Suvée (1743-1807), Vincent himself,

and others. These portraits served several purposes. They were a testament to the wide circle of

painters who were her acquaintances. The portraits of these artists illustrated Labille-Guiard's

talent as a painter, especially as a portraitists. Finally, they announced Labille-Guiard's serious

intentions as a student of painting, and her serious intentions of making painting her profession.

Labille-Guiard's first salon exhibitions were held not in the academy but at the Salon de

la Correspondance in 1782, an artistic work space and salon that provided an alternative to the

strict rigors and rules of the academy. The early experiences and exhibitions she had at the Salon
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de la Correspondance would provide her with the experience she needed to obtain a membership

in the Royal Academy. In 1783 Labille-Guiard participated in her first showing at the Academic

Salon, having been accepted to the Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture that same year. She

was one of only four female artists permitted at that time to be a member of the Academy.30 It is

entirely possible and probable that her connections with other artists associated with the

Academy advanced and even sped her acceptance into it. Her status as a female artist in the

Academy hinged precariously on this first showing at the Salon. Among other works Labille-

Guiard's collection showed pastels that she had done of the many male artists that had helped her

along her way to the Academy. Her Portrait of Joseph-Marie Vien (Fig. 7) of 1782, Portrait of

Joseph-Benoît Suvée (Fig. 8) of 1783, Portrait of Jacques-Antoine Beaufort (Fig. 9) of 1783, and

Portrait of the Sculptor Augustin Pajou Modeling the Bust of J. -B. Lemoyne (Fig. 10) of 1782

were exhibited and helped to support her status as an Academician. Because these portraits are of

men who were familiar with her work, they attested to her validity in the field of art. 

Labille-Guiard was both adored and despised by Salon goers of the time, as these

portraits were both appropriate, but all together unseemly. All four of these portraits and the

additional pieces shown in this first exhibition were of a small size. The portraits ranging from

23 to 28 inches in height were an appropriate size for a woman. They were appropriate work for

a woman because of the medium with which they were completed. While there are many ways to

paint a portrait, and many mediums with which you can paint one with certain mediums such as

pastels, were appropriate for a woman to use. Oils were considered a masculine medium because

of three specific traits: first oils were the most difficult medium to handle, they provided the best

potential for detail, and finally they could be manipulated into hard line. Pastel, on the other hand

was easier to control, because of its crayon like composition, it takes up very little room, and can
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be cleaned up very easily. Pastels also created much softer lines. All of these traits made pastels

much more amenable to the female hobbyist.31

However, while the size and medium were appropriate for the female artist, they were

also considered scandalous for the male subject. They were portraits of men, painted by a woman

in a medium with feminine connotations. It is useful to use the contemporary discourse of the

gaze to assess the construction of gender and disjuncture in these eighteenth-century portraits.32

Within this discourse is held the idea of the proper gaze, who possesses it and who receives it.

The man has traditionally been the possessor, and the woman the receiver of the gaze of men.

Within Labille-Guiard's portraits she is the possessor of the gaze, enacting it as she paints her

male acquaintances who then become the receiver of Labille-Guiard's gaze. For a woman to gaze

at a man, was not considered respectable or appropriate. It would be appropriate for her to

engage in the painting of other women, but men should not be the object of a woman's gaze.33

Nevertheless, Labille-Guiard was clever in her plan to regain and solidify her reputation

as an artist. Some artists and Academicians had accused Vincent of completing Labille-Guiard's

paintings--adding final touches and finishes.34 With these portraits, she has banished all

presumptions that she had not finished her previous works. She invited these famed

Academicians to sit in her studio, while she completed the portrait. The Academicians could

therefore vouch for the portraits authenticity and that Labille-Guiard completed them without the

aid of Vincent.

Labille-Guiard, by the time of her first exhibition in 1783, had been using oil paints for

some time. She had begun her lessons in oils with Vincent in 1777, but would not display her oils

prominently until the Salon of 1785. Receiving both positive and negative reviews after her

entrée into the world of academic salons, she continued her training in oil in preparation for the
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next salon exhibition. Her portraits of prominent Academicians became more and more complex.

She used oils, the canvases are larger, more of the sitter and their surroundings are shown. She

was patronized by the Comtesse de Flahaut, and the Comtesse d'Angiviller and would very soon

gain new patrons or royal importance. At the Salon of 1785 Labille-Guiard displayed her most

ambitious work, the painting which helped her gain patronage and support from the famous

mesdames Adélaïde et Victoire, the daughters of Louis XV and great aunts to Louis XVI. 

Her Self-Portrait with Two Pupils, Mademoiselle Marie-Gabrielle Capet and

Mademoiselle Carreaux de Rosemond (Fig. 11) of 1785, prominently displayed her aspirations as

a portraitist. It also displays parallels between the aspirations of Gentileschi and Labille-Guiard.

Both artists represent themselves in the physical act of painting, Gentileschi as the allegory of

painting, Labille-Guiard as a professional of painting. Yet Labille-Guiard's self portrait is also

reminiscent of the allegory seen through the opalescent characteristic of her dress, the painters

palette and brushes she holds, and her locks of curly almost unruly hair controlled only by the hat

on her head. The portrait bust in the background also emphasizes her abilities in imitating life.35

Perhaps like Gentileschi she is using some imagery associated with the allegory of painting to

represent her particular aptitude as a woman.

This self-portrait, whether intentionally or not, placed Labille-Guiard in many different

roles as a painter. She paints satin, lace, straw, wood, and marble with precision, capturing the

individual and specific qualities of each material. Labille-Guiard's students are included in this

self portrait, drawing attention to her ability to teach other young painters. One of the young

artists regards the viewer with a direct gaze, engaging them, encouraging them to look further

around the canvas, and mirroring Labille-Guiard's direct gaze at the viewer. The other regards the

canvas which Labille-Guiard is working on with an expression of understanding and admiration.
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She paints on a large canvas, a size rarely used by female artists, showing how far she has come

from her miniature beginning. This self portrait is a representation of her early life, her childhood

growing up in her father's boutique. She would have been surrounded by fabrics, silks, lace, and

the various accoutrements women of fashion required in the eighteenth century. Her role as a

female artist is represented here. She continues to do her work as a portraitist, a perfectly

amenable profession for a woman. But it is in the scale that she breaks away from what is

considered acceptable. This painting, at almost seven by five feet, is ambitious especially for a

female artist with a background in miniature and pastel. She has continued the tradition of self-

promotion seen since her early works, perhaps this was the best way for Labille-Guiard to obtain

notoriety. It would not be acceptable for her to paint as Artemisia did, in the large format of

history painting, if she had it is likely she would have never been accepted to the Academy, nor

her works ever displayed in the salon. 

Labille-Guiard, beyond her self-promotion as a portraitist, also boasts her skill as teacher

to her apprentices. To have students, at this point in her career and in general as an artist but

especially as a woman, was emblematic of success at the time and in the future; young artists

often sought to apprentice with particular artists, which emphasizes Labille-Guiard's reputation

within the artistic community. The accuracy with which she depicted the female form, the

decorum reminiscent within the poses of the women and her strength in featuring details of the

face would have been very important to her future patrons. Most importantly she was a

portraitist, one who boasted association with the great Academicians of the time. This was

perhaps something that became engrained in Labille-Guiard's style, the perpetual need to affirm

her qualifications as an artist to other artists, and patrons.36

After 1785 Labille-Guiard painted for the daughters of France. These commissions
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solidified her worth as an artist and portraitist, reflected in her continued success until her death

in 1803. With royal patronage and an unrestrained ambition to succeed, Labille-Guiard became a

great woman artist. Her skills and ambitions were ever present on the surfaces of her canvases.

Labille-Guiard's proficiency in representing with accuracy the details of the world, would place

her in the realm of male painters. She did not falsely flatter her subjects, rather she captured their

true and honest nature. In a comparison with the another prominent female painter of the

eighteenth century, Élisabeth Vigée Le Brun (1755-1842), Labille-Guiard was designated “a

masculine painter of truth”37 she did not deceive her audience with false or imaginary display,

but painted what was intrinsic in her sitters.

Mary Cassatt

In Art History books today and to her contemporaries Mary Cassatt is a painter of

women: women in society, in the home, and with their children. Much like Artemisia Gentileschi

and Adelaide Labille-Guiard, Mary Cassatt was a professional painter who struggled to

overcome misconceptions concerning the traditional roles of women and the arts. Unlike

Gentileschi and Labille-Guiard, Cassatt's reception into the world of art and education was much

more welcoming. It seems almost contradictory that a female artist can be both accepted and

rejected at the same time. The world of art as a whole had become more accepting of women in

the nineteenth century; however, a woman was still expected to maintain her role in society, it

was this expectation that Cassatt largely discounted. However, this does not mean that she was

not expected to behave in a manner befitting a lady, and thus she did. As a lady and an artist she

was allowed to step away from her traditional, expected roles to pursue her dreams.
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The access afforded women to education and the art academy in the nineteenth century,

certainly allowed Cassatt benefits which women had not previously had. While she did not

struggle with entrance into the art world, she like Gentileschi and Labille-Guiard struggled to

legitimize her work in society. In her efforts to do this, she moved through distinct phases of

artistic production focused on the affairs of women. In Ida (Fig 12), a painting from 1874,

Cassatt emphasizes the empowerment of women. She represents the heroine from Tennyson's

poem The Princess, a woman who also struggled to define herself in her world, and ultimately

found solace in education, and eventually love. In 1877, she explored the volatile topic of

women's roles with Reading Le Figaro (Fig. 13). Picturing her mother reading the newspaper

implied the freedom and education of women, a new phenomenon, and one that many people

were not yet comfortable with. With this image Cassatt stakes her position within the discourse

of traditional and new women's roles. The last image discussed herein, Portrait of the Artist (Fig.

14) painted in 1878, exemplifies Cassatt's role as a painter, lady, and professional. Rather than an

allegorical image, Cassatt uses only proficient skill to emphasize her ability as a painter making

her a professional in the field; yet, she is also a lady in society who wears fashionable clothes

and projects a fashionable demeanor. As an artist Cassatt was both rigid and adaptable, she

maintained an overarching style and demeanor, making small adjustments as needed when

society required it of her.

Cassatt strove to define herself throughout her life. She did this in many ways, most

notable of which were her training and professional demeanor. In the United States Cassatt began

her formal education early, entering school as a young girl.38 By 1849 Cassatt was living in

Philadelphia with her family, who were drawn to the city. Continuing her education at private

schools, then abroad in Paris, Heidelberg, and Darmstadt - as the Cassatt's were avid travelers
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and did not stay long in one place. They kept ties in Philadelphia, and would return to the area in

1855. Vast changes concerning the role of women before and during Cassatt's lifetime permitted

them to gain authority in society. Emphasis was still placed on the importance of children and the

home. Women were still expected to be respectable and dutiful, this combined with an emphasis

on the capacity to be a mother and wife, restricted the potential of many women during this time.

Taking firm hold of her own authority Cassatt began her artistic training at the Pennsylvania

Academy of Fine Arts in 1860, at the age of sixteen, quite young for a girl of her class. Being a

young advocate for women, it seems natural that Cassatt should want to capitalize on her ability

to attend the most prestigious art academy in America. She was permitted entrance into the

galleries to copy works of old masters, contemporaries, and receive critical appraisal of her

work. Women were still excluded from studios with live models, which provided the greatest

prospect for education. Inevitably Cassatt was drawn back to Paris in 1865, where she could

study with contemporary artists, and copy works from a much larger selection of old masters.

In Paris Cassatt studied in the private studios of, most notably, Jean-Léon Gérôme (1824-

1904) in 1865 and Thomas Couture (1815-1879) in 1868. Her training in the United States

permitted her certain freedoms that she was unable to attain in France. For instance, women were

not permitted to study at the École des Beaux Arts until 1897, forcing her to seek her education

in the private studios of artists. This private education was possible only because of her formal

training at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. Under Gérôme and Couture, Cassatt

developed her style, which obtained the French academic finish and style as a result of her study

with Academicians. During this time, Cassatt's attentions were preoccupied with acceptance of

her work into the annual Salon.39 Although women were permitted to submit their works to the

juries, they were very rarely selected, except by some favor. Acceptance into the Salon, would
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provide you with fame, glory, and the potential for patrons; it is reasonable to see why Cassatt's

acceptance was important for her career and her future. She submitted her first work in 1867

which was promptly refused, undeterred she entered again the following year and was accepted.

As an emerging artist Cassatt was preoccupied by her work and distracted from the

traditional roles of young ladies. She never fulfilled several of societies expectations for women.

At this time a woman's place was in the home, preparing meals, entertaining guests and enjoying

the simple pleasures afforded them. They were meant to be mothers, which went hand in hand

with marriage in the nineteenth century, to nurture and raise a family.40 She never married,

although she would have been expected to do so early. Nor did she have any children. Cassatt did

not have an interest in painting as a hobby, the way most mothers and wives did, it was her

livelihood. Her mother described her aspirations for the art world as being “intent on fame and

money”41. 

 The world was changing at an astonishing rate, torn by war and class struggle. Placing

Cassatt in the context of ever changing possibilities and limits. Her art is defined by a period,

where uncertainties were abound, yet she was able to take them in stride. At the end of the

eighteenth-century and into the nineteenth-century the French Revolution took hold of the

nation, and would forever change the face of France. For several years after July 1789 the French

nation was in chaos, moving from Republic to Empire to Monarchy and back again. Finally after

the Franco-Prussian war and Commune in 1870 and 71, the Third Republic of France settled the

people back into a nation. It was at this time that the Academy and Salon began its slow decline,

and the independent exhibitions of stylistic groups, as well as private galleries took over the art

world. Female artists became more prominent, and social expectations and rules for decorum

tried desperately to keep women of this age under the thumb of men.
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The Academy of Art in France was dictatorial, determining for artists and the public what

qualified as good and bad art. Many burgeoning young artists during the mid to late nineteenth

century were disheartened by the Academy's lack of acceptance resulting in their antagonistic

views of this traditional institution. The Academy and Salon played a major role in the creation

of “the new painting” or impressionism.42. Because of a changing artistic style, the Salon had

created a secondary venue dubbed the Salon des Refusés, where artists who were refused from

the formal Salon could show their work. This venue was, however, generally known as a space

where the public to go to mock new artists, taboo subjects, or avant-garde works. Photography

was a very important invention, which affected the artistic world in a positive light in

comparison to the Academy. As a documentary tool, photographs took stills of people, places,

and things; it took on the traditional role of portrait, landscape, and even still life paintings. It

changed the patrons need for an accurate or idealistic representation. Though it did not change

the allure of an oil painting, especially for those of high society. Paintings were status symbols,

and emphasized one's importance in the world, but documentary paintings were no longer

needed, which in addition to the antagonistic view toward Academic art, helped spur on

impressionism. 

 Cassatt exhibited several of her works in the annual Salons. It was at the salon of 1874

that her work came to the attention of Edgar Degas and the Impressionists. She was invited to

exhibit with the impressionists in 1877, by which time she had had her fill of the bureaucratic

Salon. The Impressionists provided Cassatt a community of like minded artists where she was

very welcome. Like Michelangelo Buonarroti the Younger for Gentileschi and Vincent for

Labille-Guiard, Degas provided Cassatt with friendship, even a partnership which she used to

expand her artistic repertoire and progress her connections to the art world. Degas gave Cassatt,
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solicited or not, critical appraisals of her work, her decisions, and herself. While these appraisals

might have often been welcome to Cassatt, it also added tension to their relationship which

spurred heated debate, and occasionally anger; above all this tension gave her the drive to push

her art continuously toward new goals. Although she was a woman she did not seem out of place

or anomalous within this primarily masculine group. Cassatt was herself an entrepreneur and a

professional: “she handled her own money, and she functioned in a largely male professional

world.”43 She maintained a black and white view of the world, worked and painted like her male

contemporaries, and was equally competitive.

 Working in one place for extended periods of time was tiresome for a woman who had

travelled frequently throughout her early life. In 1873 she journeyed to Rome, where she was

absorbed into the artistic community and set to work. Cassatt refined her artistic practice during

her stay in Rome. She developed her strongest painting style, as is evident in the unpolished

finish of Ida (Fig 12) of 1874. The subject of a poem by Tennyson, Ida is a princess who has

been betrothed, but she dedicates herself to a world without men.44 Ida is strong willed, and

intelligent, she speaks out against the servitude and degradation of women. The painting itself

shows Cassatt's evolution from Academician to impressionist. The image of this women with

fiery red hair, a strongly set chin, and eyes deep in thought are representative of the passion held

within Ida's speeches, declaring her independence from the world of men.

The declarations of Ida in Tennyson's poem The Princess, may have resonated with

Cassatt's own thoughts and training. She herself was raised to be an independent thinker and to

pursue her desires. She was educated in literature, and art through some of the most prestigious

institutions and with talented painters and professionals. Like Ida in the poem, Cassatt

disengaged herself from tradition. She rejected a life of subjugation to men, to being little more
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than property. She lived in a world of men, worked in a world of men, and was ridiculed by men.

She did not marry or have children. Also like Ida, Cassatt was not an island. She was affected by

what happened around her and who she kept close, she did love. But her focus was on her

dreams, education and success. This painting may indicate a concern for and preoccupation with

women's rights, not only suffrage, but their rights to attend universities and institutions with

equality to men.

Cassatt's choice to represent this mythical woman is akin in many ways to Artemisia

Gentileschi's choice in representing Judith. In their respective stories both women, mythical and

biblical, set about their goals in a manner unbefitting for women. These characters symbolize

women's strength, aptitude, and intelligence because each woman decides on a goal, and

unflinchingly realizes this goal. Cassatt's image is passive, showing only the head and shoulders

while Gentileschi's images of Judith are very active, showing her body towering over that of

Holofernes whom she beheads. However, both artists represent these women as strong and stead-

fast. They are not meek, meager, or weak women. Rather they are strong almost buxom in

appearance. Their faces are resolute, emphasizing their personalities in their respective stories as

uncompromising women. 

Ida was the image which Degas first saw and therein recognized a kindred spirit in

Cassatt, declaring “Voilà quelqu'un qui sent comme moi”.45 The unfinished, sketchy quality of

this work with large planes of color and little three dimensional definition was not uncommon

during this time. So why was it a work like this in particular which resonated so well with Degas

and the other impressionists? Degas did write in his letters that Cassatt was “a good painter” and

found much of her work “delightful”.46 Perhaps it was the intrinsic worldly quality that Cassatt

portrayed in her pieces, which drew the impressionists and Degas to her. She chose to paint in a
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manner which society viewed as befitting of women, soft and delicate. Yet, she painted with a

fury and passion which is engrained in her sporadic and uneven brushstrokes. 

Cassatt always kept her family close, her mother and sister especially. The family joined

her in Paris in 1877. In the same year she completed a portrait of her mother entitled Reading Le

Figaro (Fig. 13). The image, is reminiscent of a quiet morning at the breakfast table, or in the lull

of the early afternoon. It conveys a sense of familiarity with the subject matter that the audience

is not quite comfortable with. for Cassatt this familiarity is literal, and affectionate; she has taken

a snapshot of an intimate, fleeting moment in her apartment. An impressionistic glimpse into a

simple activity which affirmed her role in the emerging style of the time. While there is no one

particular goal of the impressionistic style, an overarching theme can be seen in a desire to

capture that which is in constant flux or that which is fleeting. All things in this image are

fleeting: the status of women, time or the fading light of day filtered through windows, and the

action of reading a paper. The status of women was in constant flux during the nineteenth

century, with the rise of Suffrage movements. Time is something which is constantly fleeting,

represented by fading or changing light. The act of reading a paper with the ever changing times

and ever changing news, is an act which may occur every day, but is something that does not

ever remain the same. The style of this painting, however, still holds onto the more defined lines

and strength in drawing afforded her through academic training. The subject matter, and the way

in which it is portrayed is what makes the painting impressionistic.

People and places were being captured more and more not through painting but through

photography. These photographs served as documentary proof, and were often literal translations

of a person or place, freeing painters from their role as documenters of the world. It is in this

sense that Cassatt painted women and society. The fleeting moment of her mother reading the
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paper, is a small glimpse into private life, often not what an artist would traditionally represent.

Traditionally portraits of any sort, like that of Gentileschi or Labille-Guiard above (Figs. 6 and

11), are representations of what the artist wants to portray; they are open to manipulation by the

artist, the artist shows a staged moment, one specifically prepared to represent a theme or idea.

While Cassatt's impressionistic works are open to her manipulation, her goal was to portray a

real moment in time, not something that was prepared or staged. She painted real moments in the

lives of women, children, and society.

The image of a woman reading in 1870 was politically and socially volatile. The activity

of reading implied intelligence, critical thought, an understanding of world and local events, and

independence. Women's suffrage movements were ramping up around the world, especially in

Europe and America – where Cassatt worked and lived. The ability to read and understand a

newspaper was a gendered and male centric ability; concerns of economy, and political upheaval

were no place for a women – they were complicated and at times worrisome.47 It was a common

held belief that women did not have the constitution to handle these complex matters. It was also

concerning for men when women became involved in these issues. Who would watch over the

home and children if women became involved in politics, economics, and current affairs? The

major societal concern was that the household would cease to exist. This painting is a

representation of a fleeting moment in time, but also of inherited independence and education

passed from one generation to the next. A mother who reads and is concerned with current

events, brought up a professional female artist of equally independent thought and means.

Mary Cassatt was not an island, however, she was affected by political and social events,

and by the artistic market. She continued painting commissioned portraits for many friends and

patrons. Her artistic palette brightened as the influence of the impressionists took hold. She also
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found in them a freedom to speak her mind which she had not had with her more conservative

associations. A new world of art, politics, and discourse had been opened up to her through this

new association. In her Portrait of the Artist (Fig. 14) of 1878, the viewer can see some of these

new ideas come to light. Cassatt paint's herself leaning on a bolster gazing out away from the

viewer. Her bright white dress contrasted sharply against the deep burgundy of her hat ribbon.

Highlights are stark streaks and splotches of white paint, shadows are muted tones greens, pinks,

and grays, her face in both light and dark take on the shades in between. Her interest in the

representation of fleeting moments continues, as she appears to only be taking a moments rest,

and is not likely to remain long. 

Although her artistic style is overall impressionistic, from how she has posed herself to

the scattered and irregular brushstrokes, the bones of her training in the academic setting are still

intact. Cassatt can draw the human form with real and undeniable skill. At one time Degas was

reported as having proclaimed that “no woman has a right to draw like that,” as concerns her

talent.48. She is preoccupied with the female figure – even her own, but the scope of her

representation is not idealization but truth. She does not glorify the figures as many of her

contemporaries did. Cassatt also imbeds in her self-portrait a sense of her serious world view;

lacking expression she has taken on a serious even melancholy tone, despite the bright white of

her dress. Her posture is also representative of this tone, yet it also contains within it an ease and

casual nature. 

If this painting were a reflection of how Cassatt feels about herself, what would it say?

Especially in comparison to both Gentileschi's and Labille-Guiard's self-portraits, which exude

confidence, an ease in their profession, and display their particular skill. Cassatt has painted

herself not as an artist but as an individual, perhaps as a casual observer. She is intense yet self-
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contained, melancholy yet casual, discerning yet self-conscious. As a woman she is strong and

independent, standing alone deep in thought. Does this strength also translate into her artistic

practice? Perhaps it does, in traditional portraits the viewer is given specific signs and emblems

which can speak for the skill of an artist. In Cassatt's work the viewer is not given a sign or

emblem other than what is visible on the canvas. She can draw, as was observed above, she

captures moments, emotions, fluctuations, and light – perhaps these are the impressionists signs

which denote the artists skill.

With this painting Cassatt transitions from a painter of divergent portrait genres towards

the society painter for which she is best known today and during her lifetime. From her early

European works until her early years as an impressionist, her work inspired little interest on the

buyers market. She was given praise to be sure from fellow artists, critics, and passers by, but

very few of her paintings sold. She began her works as a portraitist for society and fashionable

life.49 Her own self-portrait attests to this idea. It is not evident solely from looking at the image,

that this is a self-portrait of the artist. The woman within is fashionable, casual, and discerning;

the painting could act as an example of how she could represent other women. This departure in

style from her earlier works would eventually lead to a concentration in women and children. Yet

she herself would never have children or be a mother. Perhaps she preferred to be the spectator.

Looking in from the outside with the insatiable curiosity of what happens on the inside. What

Cassatt lacked in family she made up for in artistic production and tenaciousness.

Cassatt did not define herself as a “woman painter”50. What she attempted to define

herself as was a woman, with the manners and good taste of a lady, who was also a professional

artist. Cassatt can therefore be defined as a lady-professional51 who was independent,

extraordinary, and a painter of women and children. As was stated earlier with Gentileschi and
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Labille-Guiard, these women had the capability to “draw (or paint) like men”52, Cassatt was

compared to men in this same way. While also being a lady-professional, she was an

entrepreneur, who sought out the best ways to make herself known. She was concerned with the

art market and salability of her work. She painted many subjects which she did not or could not

relate to on a personal level. All of these bring her experiences as an artist and professional closer

to those experiences of a man.

In this essay three vastly different Centuries of artistic production, and three women from

different backgrounds and traditions have been examined. Yet these three women, as professional

artists working in the art world, have much in common. Artemisia Gentileschi came from a

socially disadvantaged background. Her familial and social ties to the artistic world and her own

production at an early age permitted her to become a professional artist of history painting which

rivaled the capability of men. Adélaïde Labille-Guiard became interested in art as a result of her

father's textile and clothing boutique, and the milieu of the artistic neighborhood in which she

grew up. Her artistic oeuvre extended from a desire to overcome the stigma of women as merely

hobbyist painters to become a professional working in grand manner portraiture. Mary Cassatt

came from a family that afforded her academic training and regular inspiration through their

many travels. She struggled to find a blending of artistic invention and salability to suit her

professional, and independent demeanor.

Their physical experiences, sexual histories and personal lives made important impacts on

each of their lives. In 1611 Artemisia was raped by her teacher Agostino Tassi, the ensuing

pressure of the trial led Artemisia to pursue an artistic style which promoted the power of women

for many years. Even when she painted more feminine works she continued to emphasize the

female heroine, as seen in biblical narrative, myth, and allegory. Challenged by the accusation of
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signing works by François-André Vincent, and the accusation of having a sexual relationship

with him while she was married, Adélaïde Labille-Guiard was spurred to paint with a proficiency

that challenged her male contemporaries demanding their respect as an artist and woman. Mary

Cassatt never married and never had children; she was confronted by slander directed toward her

status as a spinster. However, Cassatt used her individual freedom, her strong personality, and her

training to conduct probing inquiries into the tradition of institutions, stigmas, and artistic

representation.

These three artists have many things in common, not the least of which is that they were

all said to have painted like men. This artistic trait equalized these women with their male

contemporaries, it made them professionally and socially competitive. Yet it was seen as a

negative trait, not by the artists themselves, but by society. In the seventeenth to nineteenth-

centuries man was the measure of all things. Men were considered to be both physically and

intellectually more astute than women. Tradition designated women's place in society: they were

property to be kept in the home to bear children for their husbands. Becoming a professional in

this world meant breaking away from this predestined or ordained place in society. This

threatened the livelihood's of everyone because they presented a challenge to the social

institutions imposed upon them at their respective times. If one person broke away from

tradition, they run the risk of others following, and soon all of society falls to pieces. 

Artemisia Gentileschi,  Adélaïde Labille-Guiard and Mary Cassatt all exceeded the

various and crippling limitations placed on their sex, in their respective time. These women

artists challenged contemporary conceptions of the proper female space, and made it their own.

Artemisia succeeded in creating a visual rhetoric on the powerful female figure, that could

overcome all odds. Labille-Guiard obtained celebrity status due to her patronage and grand
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manner portraiture. Cassatt challenged the expectations of women in society, by becoming an

individual and a lady-professional rather than simply a woman painter. These female artists have

been recognized by today's society for their poignant additions to Art History. As evidenced by

their work, and persistence in a society that naturally wanted to reject them, each of these artists

in her own way, recognized what they have added to society.
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Figure 1
Artemisia Gentileschi,1611-12

Judith Slaying Holofernes,
Oil on Canvas

Figure 2
Andrea Mantagna, 16th c.

Judith and Holofernes

Figure 3
Jan Massys, 16th c.

Judith with the Head of Holofernes
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Figure 4
Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, 1598-99

Judith Beheading Holofernes
Oil on Canvas

Figure 5
Artemisia Gentileschi, 1620
Judith Slaying Holofernes

Oil on Canvas
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Figure 6
Artemisia Gentileschi, 1638-39

Self-Portrait as the Allegory of Painting (La Pittura)
Oil on Canvas
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Figure 7
Adélaïde Labille-Guiard, 1782
Portrait of Joseph-Marie Vien

Pastel on Canvas

Figure 8
Adélaïde Labille-Guiard, 1783

Portrait of Joseph-Benoît Suvée
Pastel on Canvas

Figure 9
Adélaïde Labille-Guiard, 1783

Portrait of Jacques-Antoine
Beaufort

Pastel on Canvas

Figure 10
Adélaïde Labille-Guiard, 1782

Portrait of the Sculptor Augustin
Pajou Modeling the Bust of J. -B.

Lemoyne
Pastel on Canvas
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Figure 11
Adélaïde Labille-Guiard, 1785

Self-Portrait with Two Pupils, Mademoiselle Marie-Gabrielle Capet and
Mademoiselle Carreaux de Rosemond

Oil on Canvas
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Figure 12
Mary Cassatt, 1874

Ida
Oil on Canvas

Figure 13
Mary Cassatt, 1877
Reading Le Figaro

Oil on Canvas
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Figure 14
Mary Cassatt, 1878
Portrait of the Artist

Oil on Canvas
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1 Petra ten-Doesschate Chu. Nineteenth-Century European Art, Second Edition. pg. 135 – While this text focuses
primarily on art of the nineteenth-century, it is important to note that in her text Chu states that these genres of painting
were established very early on.

2 Christiansen and Mann pg. 253
3 Linda Nochlin, Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists? Women, Art, and Power and Other Essays. pg. 163, pg.

169. In these two sections Nochlin refers to a woman's lack of access to apprenticeships, and their need of family willing
to support or even encourage artistic talent in order to obtain an education. 

4 Bissell pg. 4
5 For further reading on the association of Orazio Gentileschi and Michelangelo da Caravaggio please see Christiansen

and Mann pg. 5-9
6 Garrard pg. 20
7 Mary D. Garrard. Artemisia Gentileschi, The Image of the Female Hero in Italian Baroque Art. pg. 20-22 – Garrard

details the events that lead up to Artemisia's rape and her relationship with Tuzia. The term of “rape” should be
considered a modern term, it would have more accurately been referred to as deflowering in the sixteenth century. 

8 Bissell pg. 9-16, Garrard pg. 20-22, 204
9 Ann Sutherland Harris. Seventeenth-Century Art & Architecture. On Italy: she explains the importance of the Counter

Reformation to artistic production and official goals to make the art conform to official doctrine but to also be accessible
to a wide audience. The building up of Rome and the additions of new monastical orders is also explained. 

10 “women's work” is a highly contested term, which implies that there is a certain skill set which women possess that men
do not and vice versa. For more information on this term please see Linda Nochlin. Morisot's Wet Nurse. The Expanding
Discourse, Feminism and Art History. Norma Broude and Mary Garrard. Reclaiming Female Agency, Feminist Art
History After Postmodernism.

11 Garrard pg. 33, Bissel pg. 12, Christiansen and Mann pg. 308, Nanette Salomon, Artemisia Files pg. 51
12 Griselda Pollock, Artemisia Files. Feminist dilemmas with the Art/Life Problem. Pg. 185 – on the importance of an “in

tact” home, one without any damages, this would have included women, as part of the property. She argues the
importance of Artemisia as an “in tact” object of the household in order to preserve the honor of the household.

13 See Ann Sutherland Harris. Note 10 above.
14 Christiansen pg. 276, Babette pg. 119, Garrard pg. 34
15 Bissell pg. 20-22
16 Garrard pg. 35 – this quote and much of the information within this paragraph are taken from this section.
17 A good explanation of the relationship between Artemisia and Galileo is described by Cynthia Gillis and David Topper

in Trajectories of Blood: Artemisia Gentileschi and Galileo's Parabolic Path.
18 For a full discussion of Artemisia's struggles in Florence please see Bissell pg. 33-34, from which this paragraph is

largely based.
19 Garrard, Artemisia. pg. 136-137, see also: Garrard, “Artemisia Gentileschi's Self Portrait as the Allegory of Painting.”

The Art Bulletin
20 The exact date of this painting was contested by various scholars until Ward Bissell's reasoning for the date being 1638-

1639. His reasoning for attributing the date to this time is given on page 66 of ...
21 There are exceptions to this rule, as male allegories do exist, however not for the allegory of painting or art. For more

information on various allegorical representations please see Cesare Ripa's Iconologia.
22 Information on the attributes of the allegory of painting were taken from Garrard pg. 337-339 and Edward Maser

number 197. 
23 Information on Artemisia's death and the circumstances thereof were taken from Garrard pg. 136-138 and Bissell pg.

100-102. Taken from... 
24 This quote is taken from Mary Garrard's monograph Artemisia Gentileschi, translated from a letter dated November 13,

1649, to Don Antonio Ruffo from Artemisia Gentileschi. pg. 136
25 Nochlin, Women, Art and Power. pg. 145 – Also see 3
26 Elizabeth Mansfield pg. 41 – what her father had in his boutique, Laura Auricchio pg. 8-11 – the freedom allowed

adelaide.
27 Elizabeth Mansfield pg. 41-43(miniatures, teaching); 26-29(protestantism)
28 Laura Auricchio. Adélaïde Labille-Guiard, Artist in the Age of Revolution. pg. 11 – For more information of the

supposed claiming by Labille-Guiard of artistic works as her own. 
29 Petra ten-Doesschate Chu. Nineteenth-Century European Art, Second Edition. pg. 19
30 Griselda Pollock. Differencing The Canon: Feminist Desire and the Writing of Art's Histories. pg. 23-29 – The author

describes the three ways in which feminism has historically interacted with the canon (or tradition and representation),
she proposes interesting ways in which to look at the restrictions placed on women and what they mean now, and what
they might have meant at the time. 

31 Auricchio, Adélaïde. pg. 19-20 – Description of the ease of use of Pastels, and their medium of choice for women.
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32 Griselda Pollock. Modernity and the Spaces of Femininity. The Expanding Discourse, Feminism and Art History pg.
261-265

33 Mansfield pg. 44 see notes
34 Claude-Mammès Pahin de Champlain de la Blancherie Newton (Pahin), refers to the “opinion that envy or ignorance”

had spread which accused Labille-Guiard of having someone other than herself complete her paintings.  Referenced by
Auricchio, pg. 27 – taken from Les Nouvelles de la République des Lettres et des Arts – January 1783. 

35 Edward Maser, number 197.
36 Auricchio, pg. 40 – for more information on the success of her grand self portrait., Elizabeth Mansfield pg. 124-125 –

also on the importance of this piece.
37 Auricchio, Adélaïde. pg. 61
38 Mathews pg. 9-18, Pollock pg. 10 - chronology
39 Chu, Nineteenth-Century. pg. 407 – Chu elaborates on the role of women during the nineteenth century in “Women at

the Impressionist Exhibitions”. She describes the role of women as having greater headway in the production and
display of artworks in the annual Salon etc. 

40 Norma Broude and Mary Garrard. Reclaiming Female Agency: Feminist Art History After Postmodernism. pg. 262 –
Broude elaborates on the fact that nineteenth-century women were expected to marry and have children, then to live
quiet lives in the service of their husband, family and home.

41 Broude and Garrard. Reclaiming Female Agency. pg. 259
42 Information about the origins of Impressionism is taken from Philip Nord's Impressionists and Politics pg. 4
43 Matthews pg. 187
44 Pollock pg. 110-111
45 Matthews pg. 91
46 McMullen, Degas pg. 267
47 Pollock, Cassatt. pg. 134
48 This statement was reported in a letter from Mary Cassatt to Homer Saint-Caudens as cited in ...Norma Broude, pg. 265 
49 Matthews pg. 93-96
50 Griselda Pollock. Mary Cassatt: Painter of Modern Women. pg. 13
51 I would like to propose that Mary Cassatt was a lady-professional rather than a lady-artist. I believe that she thought of

herself as both a lady and a professional.
52 Auricchio, Adélaïde. pg. 61, and Garrard, Artemisia. pg. 137 – In their works both Artemisia and Labille-Guiard were

proclaimed as painting like men. Broude pg. 273 – Alludes to Cassatt as painting like a man, because of her subject
matter, and her lack of ability to identify with it. 
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